
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BRITISH AND AMERICAN WAY OF LIFE

Royal or not, these are the biggest differences between the British and American ways of life.

Free parking in the U. The only out-of-pocket expenses for residents are for prescriptions, dental, and vision.
As the British are typically polite people, the rage can often come out in emails- aka the keyboard warrior. As
bizarre as it may seem, only 24 percent of U. The British employ more complex communication techniques,
often saying the opposite of what they really mean, sometimes in jest. You will rarely see drive-thru banks,
Starbucks, fast-food restaurants etc. Parking lots are called "car parks," and you will rarely find one that is
free. A large coke at McDonalds is equivalent to a medium in the states. In the US, they tend to be separate
structures outside the house. Many Americans do not take their full allowance of annual leave for fear of
losing their jobs. This would be because there is no such thing as "free refills" apart from Nandos or American
restaurants like TGI Friday's. Some even eat ribs and burgers with a knife and fork. And Cool Whip. Although
the language spoken in both countries is the same, that is English, both countries have different attenuations,
pronunciations and spellings Chapman  Here are 10 things about living in England as an American that Still
wasn't prepared for but learned to adapt to. There are hardly any ceiling fans either. British people do not
make small talk with strangers, and they would never strike up conversation with someone on public
transportation. The British value their time outside of work and do not hesitate to book holiday aka vacation
and take time off when needed. Instead, the UK has cheese-on-toast, or a 'toasty'. Americans expect to take
individual responsibility for tasks in the workplace and as such, tend to feel the pressure to perform more than
a British worker. I've since adapted to the terrible dollar-to-pound conversion and the reserved nature of
British citizens at least compared to Americans , though I still feel homesick every now and then. Differences
between the Americans and the British There are immense differences between the Americans and the British
in terms of customs. Finally, for all their famous love of privacy, the British do value workplace relationships
and there is nowhere more popular for celebrating these than the pub, after work. It's taboo not to take a
holiday. Fries are 'chips' and chips are 'crisps'. Flags are flown outside homes; advertising campaigns reflect
the great American dream and consumers respond positively to American products.


